Invest in Startups: Anywhere & Anytime

www.mynbest.com

Equity Crowdfunding

You

Invest in a
startup

We make it simple at Mynbest.

Profit from it

Mynbest Crowdfunding

Mynbest manages investments in start-ups and emerging companies worldwide. Our main objective is the
mediation and structuring of international investment operations.
Mynbest services are based on our online investment platform, mynbest.com. We refer the best start-ups
to investors so they can become shareholders in them in a quick, easy and low cost way. In addition, in
2014 we began to manage our own venture capital fund for investors who do not want to invest in individual companies but prefer to have their venture capital investments more diversified.
Mynbest is associated with many prestigious international executives and investors who deliver to Mynbest their experienced know how in the selection of the best market opportunities to invest in.
Mynbest also has trade agreements in place with major investment networks, venture capital funds, accelerators and incubators and other industry players. We work every day to develop and deliver the best
services to our investors.
Typically, an average investor participates in 1 out of every 100 companies they are introduced to. With
Mynbest, we select, filter, value and structure transactions with the ultimate aim of optimizing the time
of our clients, allowing them to grow to a higher investment ratio.

How it works?

Mynbest provides intermediation services between investors and early-stage companies with high growth and expansion potential. We offer outstanding tools and vehicles to ensure that our investors always
have the best support.

Mynbest...

Seek the best
startups

Our analysts value
and check

We prepare all legal
documents

We set up the
shareholders agreement

We stablish a schedule
for investments

We upload all information
to our website

We offer a secure
operational environment

We conect investors
worldwide

and you...

Choose the company
and the % to buy

Sign the documents
and contracts

You can keep track of
performance

Simply. By accessing
Mynbest.com
from your computer

Why Mynbest?

Investing in start-ups has to date been limited to business angels, entrepreneurs and successful venture
capital funds. The high costs, especially in research, selection, company valuation and the high risk have
always been the main obstacles to investing in these companies.

Mynbest has decided to bring investment in emerging companies to any user and transform a highly institutionalized and complex investment approach into something simple, comfortable and attractive even
for amateur investors or individuals wishing to invest in this market.

We have partnerships with leading accelerators and incubators in all countries in which we
operate. We guarantee that the companies that we analyse have a solid foundation due to
the strong mentoring and funding programs which we have in place.

We analyse the business plans and economic projections of companies. We then go on
to produce a report that reflects the investment risk and the valuation of each company
analysed so that our investors have full and complete information and know our investment opinion

We establish the Partner Agreements and other investment contracts from the outset
which avoids long and complicated negotiations that typically slow down the process. Investment conditions are clearly defined for all those who co-invest in a project

We make sure that all signatures are legitimate. We provide you with all the necessary
documentation to guarantee maximum security and transparency in the operations

Our reach

Mynbest is an international investment platform. Already we have investors from over thirty-five different
countries. Our capability to effectively coordinate co-investments relies on our international presence
which grows day by day.

Mynbest also has its own venture capital fund through which we can structure transactions and include
any investors anywhere in the world. Mynbest Investment Fund primarily invests in seed stage companies
or second rounds, with high potential and significant international growth possibilities.
The fund has been created to facilitate investment transactions for our clients who desire greater diversification in their venture capital investments. The fund allows you to invest in a portfolio of companies
specifically selected by Mynbest which results in lower investments risks.
Mynbest Investment Fund allows customers to track the performance of the investment. The likelihood of
success is increased through sharing risks and benefits with other investors, by co-investing with them
and achieving higher returns on your investments. Furthermore, the legal and fiscal coverage that we offer
to all our investors ensures sufficient safety for you to trust any of the companies the fund invests in.

Where do we invest?

Best development
teams

New
Business models

International
companies

Growing markets

Significant and reliable
KPI’s

Defined profits and
exit strategies

Validated products or
services

Always in capital increase
operations.

How can you invest?

Invest with us directly. There are also a
number of venture capital firms that operate with us and invest
in our best projects.

Sign in to our online
platform and you can
invest in companies
you are interested in.

We create white label platforms for private investors networks, business
angels and other organizations. Ask for more information

Contact
Barcelona HQ.
Av. Diagonal, 399 1º 2ª
08008 Barcelona, Spain
Telf. +34 935 450 096
hola@mynbest.com
Chile Office.
C/ Augusto Leguía Norte 100.
Oficina 712 Las Condes, Santiago de Chile
Telf. +56 2 2480 2700
hola@mynbest.com

www. mynbest.com

